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I’m a Man Black
1st born on every continent
Tried by all the elements
And found competent
The breathing book of God
Loving vowels colored by consonants
My peace is constant

I have found love
Answers all the questions
Frees the mind of oppression
Even without hearing a confession
Reparations a self taught lesson
Time to exit the cocoon

A butterfly
Flying in cursive
To script a verse of change
Hope brought gently like pollen
For blossoming imaginations
In the field of children’s sight

I see their light
The future
Their teachers
My labors
My rewards
I will all ways paint a picture
Of expanding successes

I hold space for the planet
I take none of our breath for granted
God is the only seed planted
Shadows are just light slanted
By the waves on which it landed
To all humanity i stay open handed
Because even if we speak funny
We all just want to be understanded
Earthiopian what the spirit commanded

I’m a Black Man
Birthed of blood and fire
Survived the psychotic projections
Of a lazy savage raping liar
The battle song of ancestors
Come unity in choir
Let me be amplifier

I have found love
Violated when left alone
In every way thought and unknown
Unprotected even at home
Centuries of no comfort zone
Time to rise from the ashes

A Phoenix
Flying in hieroglyphic
To show a flame of renewal
Bright and fierce victory
Sharpening the hunger
In the champion of children choices

I hear their voices
The babies
Their mothers
My family
My responsibilities
I refuse to let the sound
Of terror slip out again

I hold space for My fam
It’s me & mine first I don’t give a damn
Armed and trained put it on cam
We ready to take back the land
My politics is black woman and man
She the silent weapon that never jam
Because she more than thick legs
She’s the reason i can stand
Earthiopian is just what we am




